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Can Kanban be used 
with/instead of or Scrum? 

WHO is asking and WHY?
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Names That We Should Remember…
When we talk about…

KANBAN

Scrum

LeSS
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Who Is Asking?  Why?

• Real Teams?

• Enabling coaches and Scrum Masters?

• Product Owner? Users?

• Sponsors? Other Stakeholders?

• Executives?

• Line managers?

• Legal / Compliance?

• Methodology gurus? ;)

• Tooling experts? ;) ;) ;)

Questioning assumes a certain 

(minimum) degree of knowledge 

and awareness.
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“Scrum isn't designed for method tailoring. Ken Schwaber
notes that "Scrum is not a methodology that needs 
enhancing. That is how we got into trouble in the first 
place, thinking that the problem was not having a perfect 
methodology. Effort centers on the changes in the enterprise 
that is needed."[43]

Bas Vodde reinforces this statement, suggesting that Scrum 
isn't like traditional, large methodologies that require you to 
"pick and choose" elements. It is the basics on top of which 
you add additional elements to localize and contextualize its 
use.[44]”

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development

Scrum 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development#cite_note-43
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development#cite_note-44
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development
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Scrum

https://less.works/scaling-book-images/scaling-agile-lean-development-thinking-tools/unpublished-one-team-scrum-en.pdf

https://less.works/scaling-book-images/scaling-agile-lean-development-thinking-tools/unpublished-one-team-scrum-en.pdf
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Scrum

https://less.works/scaling-book-images/practices-scaling-lean-agile-development/chapter-15-feature-team-en.pdf

https://less.works/scaling-book-images/practices-scaling-lean-agile-development/chapter-15-feature-team-en.pdf
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Scrum Anti-patterns

https://www.keystepstosuccess.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/bad_agile_sql-1.jpg

https://www.keystepstosuccess.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/bad_agile_sql-1.jpg
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Scrum Anti-patterns

https://www.amazon.com/Agile-Product-Management-Scrum-Addison-
Wesley/dp/0321605780/ref=sr_1_1?crid=9G3F88YRVFO4&dchild=1&keywords=agile+product+management+with+scrum&qid=1631966761&sprefix=agile+prod
%2Caps%2C156&sr=8-1

https://www.amazon.com/Agile-Product-Management-Scrum-Addison-Wesley/dp/0321605780/ref=sr_1_1?crid=9G3F88YRVFO4&dchild=1&keywords=agile+product+management+with+scrum&qid=1631966761&sprefix=agile+prod%2Caps%2C156&sr=8-1
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Scrum Anti-patterns

https://seattlescrum.com/Why-Scrum-Isnt-Making-Your-Company-Very-Agile/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cr2rjaGmUzo&t=22s

https://seattlescrum.com/Why-Scrum-Isnt-Making-Your-Company-Very-Agile/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cr2rjaGmUzo&t=22s
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Large Scale Scrum (LeSS)

https://less.works/img/framework/why-less-framework.pdf

https://less.works/img/framework/why-less-framework.pdf
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Large Scale Scrum (LeSS)

https://less.works/scaling-book-images/practices-scaling-lean-agile-development/chapter-2-large-scale-scrum-framework1-en.pdf

Team = organizational 

building block

LeSS Product Group = 
organization (parallel)

https://less.works/scaling-book-images/practices-scaling-lean-agile-development/chapter-2-large-scale-scrum-framework1-en.pdf
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PUSH

PULL

Anticipated Demand

Approximated Usage

High Quantities

Voluminous Storage/Inventory

High Waste of resources (time & money)

Heavy Weight Shipments

Longer turn around

Bottlenecks & Bubbles (Vacuum)

Driven by precise Demand

Smaller, more digestible quantities

Low Waste of resources (time & money)

Light Weight Shipments

Cost effectiveness

Quicker turn around

Smoother Flow

Kanban

Source: Gene Gendel’s Kanban training materials
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To Do Dev In Progress

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

Dev. Done/

QA Ready

QA In Progress QA Done/

UAT Ready
UAT In Progress UAT Done Ready to 

Ship.Deploy

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

(3/3) (2/0) (3/4) (4/4) (4/3) (4/3) (4/5) (3/3)

As a User, I 

want to……, 

so that…..

Kanban

Source: Gene Gendel’s Kanban training materials
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Courtesy of: http://leecadden.wordpress.com/2010/06/page/2/

WIP = 3 Bricks
BottleneckBubble

Kanban

https://less.works/img/queueing_theory/

Source: Gene Gendel’s Kanban training materials

https://less.works/img/queueing_theory/
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Workflow Management

Lean Product Development

https://www.amazon.com/Principles-Product-Development-Flow-
Generation/dp/1935401009/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the
+principles+of+lean+product+development+donald&qid=1631967
205&sr=8-1

https://www.amazon.com/Principles-Product-Development-Flow-Generation/dp/1935401009/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+principles+of+lean+product+development+donald&qid=1631967205&sr=8-1
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Workflow Management

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little%27s_law

Little’s Law

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little's_law
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Workflow Management

Time Management

Lead Time 
(SLA)

Cycle Time 
(to complete work)

Reaction Time Wait Time

Request 

Submitted

Priority 

Set
Work 

Started

Work 

Done
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Avoiding The Uneducated Conclusions

> Scrum is better than LeSS

> LeSS is better than Scrum

> Scrum is better than Kanban

> LeSS is better than Kanban

> Kanban is better then Scrum

> Kanban is better than LeSS

> Scrum + Kanban is better than LeSS

> Less + Kanban is better than Scrum
> Scrum + Kanban is better than either one alone

> LeSS + Kanban is better than either one alone
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10 Not-So-Good Reasons To Use Kanban

1. “Jira mechanics to manage a scrum sprint (open/close), are too confusing. Kanban 

seems to be easier.”

2. “Our enterprise Jira set up for Scrum (e.g. issue schema) is centrally controlled and 

cannot be simplified by teams.  Therefore, we will just use Kanban, instead.”

3. “Our Product Owner does not attend Scrum events. Therefore, we cannot officially 

call this Scrum.  So, lets do Kanban, as it does not require having a PO”

4. ‘The same reasoning, as above, but with respect to: Scrum Master”

5. “We cannot protect our sprint scope.  We cannot deliver PSPI by sprint-end: nothing 

shippable to review.  In order not to look bad, as Scrum, let’s use Kanban”

6. “Our so-called product backlog is full of technical items.  It is really a technical 

backlog.  We will tell business people that we will be switching to Kanban, because 

our work is too technical, so we don’t have to deliver PSPI to them every sprint”

7. “Our estimations are not reliable.  We cannot maintain a steady Velocity.  Lets use 

Kanban. There is Throughput, not Velocity  - and nobody understands it .”

8. “Kanban is purely an IT thing.  Since this is how our agile transformation is handled 

(IT thing-only) anyway, lets use Kanban, instead of Scrum”

9. ”Kanban does not explicitly require full-stack developers, so we don’t need to worry 

about nudging/encouraging/incentivizing developers to learn complimentary skills”

10. ”Kanban is not focused on, or challenge organizational design, like Scrum (or LeSS) 

do, so lets use Kanban, since our managers are reluctant to support real changes”
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10 Better Reasons To Use Kanban

1. ”Our work is mainly customer service and back-end production support, with little 

dependency on prioritization, coming directly from Product Owner”

2. ”We don’t need dedicated events, for clarifications. Therefore, we can schedule 

refinement/discussion events on-demand/short notice (no need for an official event)”

3. ”Our Product Owner/users/customers continuously review and accept our work, as it 

gradually flows from TO-DO to Done. Sprint reviews will be, somewhere, redundant”

4. ”Our average SLA is too short, to deal with overhead of sprint events (even small)” 

5. ”We are able to deliver to production frequently (e.g. full adoption of CI/CD), 

response cycle time is too short. Thus, waiting for a review is less critical for us”

6. ”Our work items are so consistent in size/complexity that using velocity to relatively 

estimate them does not add much value (e.g. all items are 5 story points).  Therefore, 

we use Kanban’s Throughput, instead of Scrum’s Velocity”

7. ”The intake of new work items is so steady/gradual and their priority is so consistent, 

that there is no backlog build-up. Pulling of work from TO-DO queue is very natural, 

and is in balance with influx of work from upstream domains, into TO-DO queue”

8. ”We have multiple streams of work, constantly converging and diverging, with 

multiple queues and WIP limits.  Kanban  - is a better way to manage our workflow”

9. ”Our work is tightly coupled to third-party work and they already use Kanban 

efficiently, so we want to be consistent with their Takt time. Thus, we use Kanban.”

10. ”Full spectrum of work is too wide. Building C/F teams is too challenging for now.  

Having ‘queue-specific’ workers with upstream & downstream skills is more realistic”
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10 Ways To Use Kanban With Scrum or LeSS

1. Ensuring that a PULL (not PUSH) system is used by Scrum or LeSS team(s)

2. Putting WIP limits on Sprint queues, AND calling out violations

3. Ensuring one-piece workflow (high degree of swarming) is maintained

4. Moving away from story points b/c estimation is consistent (size/complexity)

5. Measuring Reaction Time, for each PBI that is entered in BL, before priority is set

6. Measuring Wait Time, for each prioritized PBI, before it gets planned into a sprint

7. Measuring Cycle Time for each PBI, while it is in WIP (inside a sprint)

8. Measuring Lead Time for each PBI (from time PBI gets created to time it is fully 

Done, including UNDONE work!!!)

9. Ensuring that Batch Size is optimized, assuming Transaction Costs, Holding Costs, 

automation capabilities (as they decrease Transaction Costs)

10.Measuring flow of work through queues of different teams (in LeSS), to 

identify/improve unevenness of flow and opportunities for improvements (e.g. 

mentoring, developers-travelers, dojos)

• Be a smart cook: add ingredients to your meal thoughtfully
• Don’t’ overmix: not all ingredients mix well together

• Don’t over-spice: you will kill the original taste
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Q & A

….for using small fonts on the last 

three pages of this deck…


